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Duvinage Spiral & Circular Stairs

Duvinage Company Overview
Duvinage has been creating beautiful stairs since 1895. From the simple Do It Yourselfers to the most sophisticated Circular Stairs in the world. Every Duvinage stair is proudly manufactured in the United States and is also a green product with significant percentages of recycled steel materials.

The Duvinage Mission
“To meet and exceed our customers’ expectations while continually striving for proficiency through innovation and partnership.”

Quality Statement
“Quality is the responsibility of every employee of Duvinage, LLC. Our goal is to ensure customer satisfaction through on time delivery of a product that conforms to all customer requirements by continually improving our products, processes, services and systems, we will develop long term partnerships with our customers and suppliers.”

A Key Bridge Company
Duvinage is a proud member of the Key Bridge family of companies. Key Bridge Partners is a private company consisting of world-class manufacturing and service companies. Key Bridge Partners is committed to preserving the legacy of great brands and building premier global businesses.
Duvinage Engineered to Order Stairs

Duvinage will furnish any custom stair to your specifications and local codes and assure your satisfaction! Our designs have been used by the most renowned architects.

Duvinage metal stairs are ideal for lofts, attics, deck stairs and a multitude of other applications. We offer limitless tread and rail options, 100’s of finish options that are limited only by your imagination!

Whether you are seeking a contemporary spiral staircase in steel or aluminum, or one with classic wood finishes, Duvinage has the perfect spiral stair for you!

Engineered to Order Spiral Stair Product Lines

- The San Francisco
- The New Yorker
- The Miami
- The Boston
- The San Antonio
- The Baltimore
- The Memphis
- The Saratoga
- Custom Spiral Stairs
The San Francisco has a sleek straight web design. Beautify your interior living with your choice of over 250 finish options and your choice of virtually any species of wood. The San Francisco tread design can be combined with a variety of baluster and railing options to customize the stair to your style. Whether you enjoy traditional balusters, multiline railing or solid panel railing systems for your residential or commercial needs, The San Francisco does all these looks with flair. This cantilevered tread design provides the look of a floating tread.

The support webbing of the treads are straight and minimalist in this design and will provide a focal point of conversation for your interior or exterior project.
The New Yorker

The open-air grace of a cantilever spiral stair with its floating suspended appearance adds distinction to the New Yorker.

The New Yorker has been the most popular Duvinage design for decades, featuring contoured tread support webbing. Available in aluminum and steel smooth or diamond plate treads. A very popular option is to add wood tread coverings and handrail in virtually any species available. This stylish stair can also be customized with a limitless number of railing and baluster options.

Like all Duvinage custom stairs, The New Yorker is crafted from heavy gauge materials providing years of function to the stairs classic design.
The Miami offers the sleekest of tread designs and a narrow profile. Available with numerous tread surfaces such as, stone, wood or glass.

Edgy with flair like the city it is named after, The Miami design draws the webbing to the edges of the tread and receives a closed end. The result is a clean profile to the tread from any angle. Adding a multiline or glass railing system to this design completes the modern look.

Available in interior or exterior finishes, The Miami is sure to take you to elaborate heights for your residential or commercial applications.
The Boston

Treads and platforms are flanged on this design for maximum head room and stability. Legs are welded to the treads and platforms for additional rigidity. Available in both diamond plate and smooth plate material.

The Boston is commonly used in commercial and industrial applications or residencies where additional stability is required, by providing an outside tread support rather than a cantilever. The treads are formed to shape rather than welded, making it the economical alternative to The San Antonio. A vast number of railing options are available with The Boston.

Durable, tough and design with purpose describe The Boston model. Choose from a variety of finishes for your interior or exterior elevation needs.
The San Antonio (201) stair design is of sturdy construction and has clean lines. It accepts many tread types including stone, glass, grating, wood, abrasive and many other options.

The San Antonio model allows the easy addition of architecturally significant features such as skirts, solid panel railings, glass panel railings and a variety of tread types commonly too heavy for a cantilever designed stair. It is available in larger diameters than its cantilevered equivalent, The New Yorker, of 8 feet and over due to the supported tread design.

The result is a versatile stair that can be adapted to accept materials to match most anything that you are utilizing in the surrounding structure.
The Baltimore

The most cost effective of our custom stair line! This design is of sturdy construction and the clean lines make an attractive industrial or residential installation.

The treads of The Baltimore are formed to shape rather than welded, making it the economical cantilevered alternative to The New Yorker.

The Baltimore is most commonly manufactured with Duvinage standard solid 3/4” round bar balusters. Treads are available in smooth steel or diamond plate materials and The Baltimore is now also available in an all aluminum version, making it an exceptional choice for exterior applications, especially in coastal locations. Add a powder coat finish to achieve the perfect match and look you want.
The Memphis features a center tube structure that supports the tread providing a clean look. This design is commonly ordered with wood end trims and matching wood hand rail in any species.

This stair most commonly receives carpet by your installer to match your flooring, but the design is also available in steel or wood covered treads. This stair is perfect for the family, when wrapped in carpet, making it ideal for the child or pet conscientious home. It provides a safe, non-slip surface.

Add a powder coat finish in one of over 250 finishes or paint in place over our standard primer.
The Sarasota fulfills your continuous welded stair needs. If your building conditions allow it and you are looking to have a one piece stair dropped in place, Duvinage has your answer.

Treads are welded directly to the center pole and assembly is not required with this all-aluminum stair. The tread design has a clean look which includes a closed end on the tread. Tread and riser cut out designs or company logos can be added to specialize your stair.

The Sarasota comes standard with 3/4” square balusters and treads in either smooth or diamond plate. Enhance the look with a wide variety of balusters and a one of over 250 powder coat finish options.
Custom Spiral Stairs

If our standard line of custom stairs isn’t quite enough for you, let your imagination run wild and our craftsmen will make it reality!

Our state of art Engineering department will work with you to design your perfect custom stair. All custom stairs are designed in our 3-D modeling software and Duvinage will provide you with a color rendering of your custom project before we move into production. This ensures that we meet and exceed your expectations in the final product.

Whether for Commercial, Residential or Industrial applications, Duvinage will bring your concept to life and working order.
Duvinage Circular Stairs

Duvinage has been manufacturing fine circular and monumental stairs for well over a century, since 1895. Designed with architects in mind with the tradition of beautiful stairs, Duvinage uses only the finest materials. Single or double stringer designs formed to a perfect contour. Steel treads designed to receive marble, wood, carpet, terrazzo, tile, concrete, glass, or any material you may desire! Custom railings are our specialty whether your design or ours. We provide full shop drawings and PE calculations for your stair, letting you concentrate on the architectural beauty without the worry of structural concerns.

What do The White House, The Ritz Carlton, The National Museum of Arts and fine homes across the world have in common?... Duvinage Stairs.

Circular & Monument Stair Product Lines

Double Stringers

Single Stringers
Double Stringers

Custom formed to exact dimension, your project will be enhanced by the beauty that Duvinage creates. The double stringer design provides sturdy traditional design and receives any tread and railing style you may desire.

Duvinage circular stairs grace many architectural landmarks and provide an elegant focal point for your commercial or residential needs. The Duvinage standard is a steel box frame stringer, which provides crisp edges. Rolled tube and channel stringer designs are also commonly constructed. Combined with popular railing styles of today including glass railing, perforated panel railings, multiline stainless railings, and many others, your stair will inspire visitors. The design process is one of collaboration and engineering to ensure a truly unique piece for your project.
The single stringer or “mono” stringer circular stair design adds drama to any home or lobby. Treads are supported by one steel box stringer and cantilevered in both directions from center providing a floating tread effect.

Combine this design with any railing design and the results are stunning and highly sought after in today’s architecture. Our skilled Engineering team will ensure an exact fit to your building dimensions. Circular stairs commonly receive a tнемec or automotive finish on site to match building finishes. On site cladding is another popular finish option. Whatever your finish choices may be, the result will be soundly durable and stunning.
Duvinage supplies a range of straight stair alternatives from kit stairs that can be installed by DIY customers over a weekend to elaborate custom single and double stringer designs for commercial projects, industrial projects and homes. One thing remains the same, the Duvinage quality and attention to detail!

Duvinage will fabricate any straight stair to your specifications with limitless tread and railing options!

**Straight Stair Product Lines**

- The Genius
- Custom Straight Stairs
- DIY straight Karina and Kompact available on pages 25-26
The Genius system is a custom modular stair that is designed specific for your project. With a European flair, these stairs provide a great residential elevation opportunity.

This system features a unique cable railing system or baluster railing. Hand rails and treads are available in stained beech wood. The stair system is engineered specifically for your project and specifications. Our accomplished engineering team will work with you to achieve the look and feel that you desire.
Custom Straight Stairs

Custom designed and crafted for your specific application whether residential or commercial. Duvinage supplies monument straight stairs to some of the most prestigious addresses in the world.

Our straight stairs are remarkable and provide flair to the ordinary. Duvinage has manufactured fine ornamental straight stairs for decades and will achieve the extraordinary for your project. Whether a double or mono-stringer design Duvinage straight stairs exhibit craftsmanship and attention to detail. We specialize in customized railing systems including stainless multiline, glass systems, solid panel and cable railing to name but a few.

Climb brilliant elevations on a Duvinage stair!
Duvinage supplies a range of economical adjustable stair kit alternatives that make an excellent weekend DIY project. Adjustable Interior and Exterior units are available in several styles. All models are available in stock, so enjoy this weekend with a new stair!

Duvinage is the world leader in the spiral stair industry, since 1895!

Stair Kits

The Chicago
The Civik
The Phoenix
The Enduro
The Karina
The Kompact
The Chicago design is a great value for the consumer. It is the heaviest and sturdiest kit available in the market today, fabricated with the same care and quality as Duvinage custom stairs. It comes standard in a green primer paint to be painted to your desired color after installation or in a galvanized finish to withstand the elements of exterior use. An all aluminum handrail is standard and all parts of the stair are metal for longevity. Add oak treads and rail for a special look. A true value at our entry price point!

This DIY kit makes an excellent weekend project and is available in smooth or diamond plate treads. The Chicago is adjustable in height due to its hub design and comes in 42”, 48”, 54” and 60” diameters.
The Civik has a universal landing, hard-wearing non-slip treads and railing. Available in powder coat finish of black, white or grey.

The standard DIY kit comes with one universal landing, 12 non-slip treads and railing. Additional treads and balcony railing kits are available. The treads are covered with black panels, made from hard wearing, non-slip material. The universal landing allows installation into any shape and size ceiling opening. The clockwise or counter-clockwise winding direction can be decided during assembly.
The Phoenix

The phoenix has polished beech wood treads with an aluminum and wooden effect PVC handrail to match the treads. This economy stair has a universal platform for all openings and provides an enhanced look combining the beauty of natural wood and powder coated steel.

The steel components of the Phoenix are available in powder coat black, grey or white finishes. The staircase is supplied with a landing that is cut to size when assembling, to allow installation into any shape and size ceiling opening. The standard DIY kit comes with 1 landing, 12 polished beech wood treads and railing. Additional treads and balcony railing kits are also available.
The Eureka

The Eureka is ideal for exterior applications. It undergoes two finishing processes for protection to exterior elements. First, an electrostatic galvanization process is used for the base material protection, followed by a second application of a powder coat paint finish.

The Eureka is available in black, grey or white. The EUREKA stair treads are made of solid steel, with durable slip resistant tread covers. The handrail and the staircase finishes are in grey PVC for the white and grey staircases and in black PVC for the black staircase. This kit can be used in square, round or mezzanine applications. Ask for the Enduro exterior model also available if you desire to have only a galvanized finish with a perforated tread ideal for melting snow.
The Karina

The Karina is particularly suited for narrow spaces and works excellent for attic access. The alternating tread design allows vertical access in a tight area. The interlocking steel elements allow for different configurations, straight being only one of them. Available in three powder coat colors, white, black and grey and beech wood treads.

The polished beech wood treads with a light natural stain are of special shape to guarantee maximum utilization of space without compromising functionality.

The standard kit comes with 11 shaped treads, steel supporting structure and railing on the internal side included. Additional treads and railing are available.
The Kompact kit can be installed in 152 different configurations. It has an adjustable rise, going, height, depth and rotation providing a wide variety of options to choose from.

The staircase kit comes with 13 risers (12 treads) and internal railing standard. Additional treads, stair railing and balcony railing are available. Available in both 29” and 35” widths.

The treads are solid beech with a light natural stain while metal supports and balusters are available in powder coat black, grey and white finish. The handrail is solid beech.
Duvinage Wood Stairs

Nothing beats the warmth and feel of natural wood. The Duvinage wood Spiral stair line provides everything from a DIY Kit to elaborate wood species and configurations. Each unit is hand crafted with diligent care and refined skill.

Named after some of the United States favorite ski resorts, the wood stair line conjures images of being fireside at the lodge. The wood stair line is available in a large variety of species to match your surroundings and aspirations.

Each custom wood stair is engineered to your specifications and diameter requirements. It is then constructed in the tradition of fine wood crafting to awe your onlookers.

Wood Stairs

- The Aspen
- The Telluride
- The Park City
- The Vail
- The Stowe
Handcrafted with the strength and beauty of Appalachian Red Oak or other fine woods of your choosing, the Aspen is artistically balanced to blend with any setting.

The Aspen is crafted to finish to your floor to floor height and diameter. It is shipped knocked down and carton packed. Thus, it is the only kit stair in our wood line. Railings are crafted of fine laminated wood materials to match the treads.

The Aspen serves as the entry price point of our fine wood line of spiral stairs. Treads are attached by seamless hangers to the center pole.
The Telluride

The Telluride features a layered tread design into the center pole structure and an exquisite railing design. The balusters terminate into the top of a wide ban board stringer that hugs the exact radius of your treads and into the bottom of the handrail; the result is inspiring. It features an open riser design. Available in most any species of your choosing this stair is sure to gain compliments from all observers.

The Telluride is handcrafted to your finished floor to floor height and diameter. It is shipped fully assembled and ready for immediate installation. Red oak is standard though most other species are available. Balusters shown here as square, are available in square, eased or center turned styles.
The Park City is our premium wood spiral stair. Each tread is integrated seamlessly into the radius of the center pole. It is honed like a fine piece of furniture with a beautiful closed riser design. A meticulously crafted band stringer and integrated railing system wraps the outside radius of this beautifully honed piece.

If you have one stunning statement to make in a wood spiral stair, make it The Park City. The Park City is handcrafted to your finished floor to floor height and diameter. It is shipped fully assembled and ready for immediate installation. Red oak is standard though most other species are available. Many baluster styles are available. This stair is shown with a turned baluster and solid oak center pole.
The Vail features a layered tread design into the center pole structure and a more rustic railing design. The Vail offers balusters that are attached outboard of the railing and stringer for a more rustic feel. It has an open riser. It is handcrafted to your finished floor to floor height and diameter. It is shipped fully assembled and ready for immediate installation. Red oak is standard though most other species are available. Balusters shown here as square.

The Stowe model has an elegant design with treads that are layered into the center pole structure of the stair. This spiral stair is the most open of our designs featuring an open riser. The Stowe is handcrafted to your finished floor to floor height and diameter. It is shipped fully assembled and ready for immediate installation. Red oak is standard though most other species are available. Balusters are available in square, eased or center turned styles.